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Abstract—Multi-Spectral Photometric Stereo can recover sur-
face normals from a single image, but requires an initial
estimate of the normals due to the tangle of the illumination,
reflectance and camera responses on each of the RGB channels.
Instead of employing a depth sensor or binocular stereo device,
in this paper, we propose a method to estimate fine-scale
geometry structures with the popular Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs). We train the network with rendered
images of synthetic 3D objects, and apply the trained model
with real world data. The CNN is used to estimate a rough
prediction of the depth, then the normals from Multi-Spectral
Photometric Stereo are progressively refined accordingly. Ex-
periments demonstrate the competitive results of our method
for improving the depth estimation.
Index Terms—deep estimation, convolutional neural network,
multi-spectral photometric stereo
1. Introduction
Computer vision aims to simulate the human visual
functionalities by computational algorithms, including rec-
ognizing, tracking, and measuring objects by cameras and
computers. A fundamental problem in computer vision is
to study how to obtain information about the structure and
properties of the 3D world from the 2D images of the scene
since the 2D cameras is still the dominating sensor in this
area. Therefore, the depth estimation, which extracts the
depth of information automatically and effectively from one
or more images, is an key research in the field of computer
vision.
Traditionally, there are two different kinds of methods
to tackle this problem: (a) Active Vision based ones, such as
the shape from shading ( [1], [2]) and photometric stereo (
[3], [4]); (b) Passive Vision based methods, including multi-
view stereo ( [5], [6]) and structure from motion ( [7],
[8]). The Active Vision based ones are achieved with the
shading cues caused by the interactions of object’s surface
and lightings. They focus on the reconstructions at per-pixel
level. On the other hand, the Passive Vision based ones
estimate the depth according to the projective geometry and
photo-grammetry, which are more effective in estimating the
depth in a metric way. Commonly, most of these methods
need a sequence of images (typically two or more) of a 3D
object or scene to acquire the final results. Furthermore, the
sequence of images required by Active Vision need to be
captured by a stationary camera.
Apart from the methods based on 2D RGB cameras,
there are several dedicated equipments that can obtain 3D
geometry structure. Those device are achieved by the tech-
niques such as the TOF (Time-of-Flight ) based ones ( [9])
and the Structure Light based ones. The TOF based ones
calculate the travel time of the laser beam between the
sensor and the scene for 3D reconstruction, for example,
the Laser scanner. It can get fine results in high accuracy,
however also with a high cost, which limits its range of
application. The Structure Lights based ones such as Mi-
crosoft’s Kinect and Intel’s RealScene, are widely applied in
commercial use and scientific and technical research because
of low cost. The Kinect analyzes the patterns projected by
the infrared projector for 3D reconstruction while RealScene
achieve the recovery with the projected infrared grid. A
lot of works (e.g. [10]) have been proposed to improve
the results of those RGB-D cameras. Though these works
have made great progresses on depth estimation, they still
require specific system configuration and commonly with
heavy computation cost. To this end, we propose a novel 3D
reconstruction method using Deep CNNs to get minimize
these limitations.
Deep learning has been achieving various breakthroughs
in computer vision. Especially, the Deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) are capable of dealing with many
computer vision problems such as object detection, image
segmentation, image classification, scenes understanding,
and depth estimation. Recently, several approaches [11],
[12] have been proposed to estimate the depth using CNNs.
Most of them aimed at estimating the depth of a scene such
as a indoor living room or a outdoor street. However, the
depth estimations obtained by those deep learning based
methods are commonly coarse and cannot be used in the
circumstances that require high accuracy.
In this paper, we focus on the estimation of the depth
for fine-scale objects, rather than a scene. We combine the
deep CNN with the mechanism of photometric stereo (PS).
In this case, the deep CNN can handle the problem of
estimating the depth from one single image. The obtained
coarse result can improve the precision for PS. First, we
train our network with the rendered images of 3D models
from the ShapeNet dataset. The images are rendered on the
fly during the training of the network. After the model is
acquired, we estimate the depth map using the pre-trained
network for the image of a real object which is similar to
synthetic models. Then, this depth estimation is treated as
input for the proposed PS method to compute surface normal
map of the object. Finally, we convert the depth data into
normal data to correct the depth estimation.
2. Related Work
2.1. Photometric Stereo
Photometric stereo is a well studied topic for image
based 3D reconstruction technique that can acquire very
high quality of reconstruction results [13]. A stationary
camera captures a series of images (at least 3) of a 3D object
under multiple controlled illuminations. The intensity with
the same image coordinate changes across these images with
respect to the various directions of illuminations. Accord-
ingly, the surface normals of this object can be computed
based on corresponding intensities and lighting direction.
The depth information is integrated by normal afterward,
and then a fine detailed reconstruction of the object is
obtained.
The photometric stereo is first introduced by Woodham
[3]. He constrained the method to be effective only with
the Lambertian surface reflectance model, which is an hy-
pothesis that assume the albedo of each points on object
is constant. Coleman et al. [14], Nayer et al. [15], Lin
et al. [16] and Jensen et al. [17] relaxed the assumption
to non-Lambertian reflectance models such as bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [18] and bidirec-
tional surface scattering distribution function (BSSRDF)
[17], etc. Several works dealt with the frequent presence
of shadows and specular in an image (e.g., [19]). However,
these methods suffered from the same restriction, which is
that all of images must be captured by the camera relative
still to the scene while the illumination is changing. It means
photometric stereo cannot reconstruct an object in motion.
To relax this restriction, Drew et al. [4] and Kontsevich
et al. [20] initially proposed a multi-spectral photometric
stereo technique, which can obtain a detailed geometry
structure from a single image. In essence, multi-spectral
photometric stereo is photometric stereo with colored light.
Unlike photometric stereo which photographs objects un-
der varying white lights and processes gray-scale images,
the multi-spectral PS captures a RGB image under three
colored light sources at one time. Anderson et al. [10]
extended the multi-spectral PS to reconstruct objects with
continuous chromaticities. Though this further expanded the
applications of multi-spectral PS, the depth estimation is still
cannot be acquired without the prior knowledge of lighting
directions.
The commercial depth sensors such as Kinect and Re-
alScene can obtain 3D information of objects in real time
without any prior knowledge about the object or illumi-
nation. There are existing works using depth sensors to
improve depth estimation results obtained by photometric
stereo. For example, Zhang et al. [21], and Yu et al.
[22] introduced several sensor fusion schemes that combine
active stereo with photometric stereo. They prevented the
quantization effect of Kinect and enhanced surface details.
Moreover, their methods worked well under circumstances
where illumination varies with the minimum intensity and
ambient light conditions. However, these methods highly
relied on the result of depth sensors and required high
computational costs.
Even though the traditional photometric stereo method
can obtain robust results, the reconstruction process is still
quite limited when applying the method to estimate the sur-
face depth of objects from a single RGB image practically.
The fine results require ideal assumptions, extra system
configuration, heavy computation time, and the calibration
of lighting directions. To deal with these limitations, we
propose a scheme to enhance the traditional photometric
stereo by a deep convolutional neural network.
2.2. Machine Learning for Depth Estimation
Machine learning have been achieved many accom-
plishments in the field of computer vision. Many existing
works focused on depth estimation via machine learning
approaches. Xiong et al. [23] applied dictionary learning to
jointly optimize the geometry and connectivity construction.
It used triangular meshes for representing the surface of
object. However, the original dictionary must be given via a
dense point cloud, which means that their method is useful
only for refining geometry structures that have been already
reconstructed beforehand.
3. Method
Recently, compared with other machine learning meth-
ods, the deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) has
received more attentions from the researchers in many areas.
The methods based on deep CNNs can estimate depth from
a single image due to their great abilities of learning. This
advantage enables the deep CNNs to enhance conventional
photometric methods with one single image rather than mul-
tiple ones. Saxena et al. [24] used discriminatively-trained
Markov Random Field model to estimate depth from a single
monocular image. Ladicky et al. [25] generalized the depth
estimation and semantic segmentation as a multiple seman-
tic classification problem. Eigen et al. [11] employed two
(coarse and fine) deep network stacks to generate a coarse
global estimation firstly and refined this estimation locally
afterward. Liu et al. [12] formulated depth estimations into
a continuous conditional random field learning problem,
and presented a deep convolutional neural field model to
solve the Maximum A Posteriori problem for depth esti-
mations. Yoon et al. [26] adopted a Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) for fine-scale normal estimation using a
single near-infrared (NIR) image. Tatarchenko et al. [27]
used an encoder-decoder network for predicting the depth
map from an RGB image.
Figure 1. Model architecture.
Though the deep CNNs have high learning capability,
such as estimating depth from a single image is still an
ill-posed problem, the depth estimations by deep CNNs are
still not accurate enough for some applications. Furthermore,
the great demand for the training data makes deep CNN
less practical than traditional photometric methods. Differ-
ent from the existing works, we combine the deep CNN
with multi-spectral PS for depth estimation. Therefore, our
method can estimate the depth information from a single
image with a higher precision.
In this section, the details of the proposed depth estima-
tion scheme will be discussed. The scheme consists of two
main parts: (a) a deep convolutional neural network and (b)
a multi-spectral PS algorithm. The proposed method uses
the multi-spectral photometric stereo to enhance the depth
estimation from the deep convolutional neural network to
reconstruct fine details.
3.1. Deep Convolutional Neural Network
The network is established to estimate a global depth
map from a single image.
3.1.1. Architecture. The architecture of the proposed net-
work is shown in Fig.1. The network contains fourteen
layers with different weights. First, five convolutional layers
are utilized for extracting depth features of an object from
the input image. Then, four layers are following as fully-
connected ones. The last five layers are deconvolutional ones
for parsing these abstracted depth features and generating
the final depth map. Except for the last deconvolutional
layer, the Leaky ReLU non-linearity with the negative slope
0.2, known as the tanh, is applied to all the output of every
layers.
The first four convolutional layers respectively filter
the input with 32, 32, 64 and 128 kernels of the same
3 × 3 window size using the same stride of 2 pixels. The
fifth convolutional layer uses 256 kernels of size 5 × 5
to filter the response-normalized output from the former
convolutional layers. Each of the fully-connected layers have
1024 neurons. Compared with the convolutional layers, the
deconvolutional layers operate with upsampling operation
rather than pooling. We use a 2× 2 patch that contains the
target pixel in the top-left corner and pads zero elsewhere.
We set the number of kernels of these five deconvolutional
layers in a reverse order of the one from the convolutional
layers. And the filter size of each deconvolutional layers is
3× 3 as well.
3.1.2. Training. The lack of data makes difficult to train
the network with real object. Therefore, our network is
trained with synthetic data from the ShapeNet dataset [28].
The dataset contains 55 common object categories with
about 51,300 unique 3D models. We followed the procedure
described in the paper [27] for rendering 3D models to
training images on the fly.
Since the trained model needs to be applied to real
world data and combine the output with multi-spectral PS
algorithm, we fix the viewpoint at side view and randomly
sample a amount of data with light sources from 2 to 4 at
random locations and with random intensity as described in
[29].
Assuming a set of single image xi ∈ {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
from training set with their corresponding ground truth depth
maps di ∈ {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, the loss function L for the
training process is as following:
L =
n∑
i
‖di − dˆi‖1, (1)
where dˆi is the output of the network. The l1 norm is used
to represent the difference between the result of our network
and the ground truth.
3.2. Multi-Spectral Photometric Stereo
To obtain the fine and detailed depth information for real
objects, the propose method requires a orthographic camera
Figure 2. Configuration. A schematic representation of our multi-spectral
PS technique.
and three colored light sources. As shown in Fig.2, with
the projections of red, green and blue light rays from three
different directions, a Lambertian surface reflects each of
those colored light rays simultaneously without mixing the
frequencies of light spectrum. These reflection can be sensed
and separated by the RGB three-channel camera sensor such
as Bayer filter sensor, Foveon X3 sensor and 3CCD.
The pixel intensity ci(x, y) of pixel (x, y) for the i-th
channel is given by
ci(x, y) =
∑
j
(l>j n)
∫
Ej(λ)R(x, y, λ)Si(λ)dλ. (2)
The vector n is a local normal for the pixel (x, y), and
lj defines the directions of the three light rays. Si and Ej
denote the sensor sensitivity and spectral distribution for per
channel i and light source j. Let the reflectance function
R(x, y, λ) = ρ(x, y)α(λ), and vij =
∫
Ej(λ)α(λ)Si(λ)dλ,
where ρ(x, y) is the albedo of the surface at point (x, y),
and α(λ) is the characteristic chromaticity of the surface.
By vectorizing vij to vj = (v1j v2j v3j), the vector of the
three channel responses at a pixel is given by
c = ρ[v1 v2 v3][l1 l2 l3]
>n. (3)
Let V = [v1 v2 v3] and L = [l1 l2 l3]>, Eq.3 can be
written as:
c = ρV Ln. (4)
If matrix M = ρV L is known, we can compute the normal
as
n =M−1c.
Then, the depth information can be integrated from the
normal according to the definition of normal
n =
1√
1 + |∇z|2
(∇z
−1
)
, (5)
where z = z(x, y) denotes a height function of surface in
front of the camera, and ∇z is the gradient of the function
with respect to x and y.
3.3. Combination of DCNN and PS
Generally, the matrix M is calibrated by measuring
the RGB responses corresponding to each direction of the
surface. However, this calibration process requires an extra
mirror sphere for estimating the light source directions with
three more sequences of images. In this paper, we abandon
this complex calibration process and use the output of the
deep convolutional neural network discussed in the previous
section. According to Eq.4, M can be expressed as
M = [c1 c2 c3][n1 n2 n3]
−1
The local normal and intensity are known for 3 pixels that
have equal albedo. Therefore, the problem will be solved if
such 3 pixels and their normal can be found.
A normal nd can be calculated from the depth image
generated by the deep CNN. Despite the fact that the ge-
ometry structure acquired using deep CNN is not precise
enough, there are still some effective depth pixels correctly
estimated. We use random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm for choosing those effective pixels and estimating
the matrix M . To fulfill the aforementioned assumption, the
image is segmented into different superpixels using simple
linear iterative clustering (SLIC) technique, and every pixel
in the same superpixel is assumed to have equal albedo and
chromaticity.
With the estimated matrix M , a refined and detailed
depth map can be obtained from a single RGB image with
the uncalibrated light sources.
4. Experiments
In the experiments of this paper, a IDS UI-358xCP-C
camera is utilized for imaging. It is located in the center of
a circular framework with three light sources of red, green
and blue around it. The objects are placed at approximate
distance of 60 cm in front of he camera. The size of the
target objects are about 10 cm to ensure their visibility in
the FOV of the camera. The experiments consist of two part:
(a) the intermediate results of the DCNN based estimation
and (b) the final results of the proposed method.
4.1. Results of Deep CNN
We use Tensorflow for implementing and training the
proposed network with a graphic card of Nvidia GT730.
The training process uses the batches with a size of 16. The
loss function is optimized using the Adam optimizer [30]
with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. We employ a Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of
0.02 for initializing weights. The learning rate is 0.0001.
Different from several existing works (e.g. [11]), we don’t
augment our training data for the network since we need to
transfer our model to real object.
Figure 3. Results of our network. Column (a) is the images of real objects,
column and column (b) is the depth estimations of our network.
We test our network with image of a plaster boat down-
sampled to the size of 128× 128. The estimated depth map
is then combined with multi-spectral photometric stereo the
the final result. The estimated depth by DCNN are shown
in Fig.3.
Fig.3 demonstrates the depth estimations generated by
our network. Although the depth estimation produced by
our network don’t include enough details of real objects, it
still generates the shape and outline well.
4.2. Results of Combination
As mentioned in Section 3.3, we use the output of our
DCNN network as the initial depth estimation and refine
it with multi-spectral PS. Our method is tested with real
objects, including a toy plane, a plaster boat and a plastic
train. Each object is captured into a single image under
the illuminations of three color light rays. Fig.4 shows
the results of our method compared to the Kinect, deep
CNN of continuous CRF [12] and multi-spectral PS. Our
method has higher resolution and less cavities compared
to Kinect. Combined with the depth estimation using deep
CNN [12], our results can achieve finer details and obtain
more accurate depth estimation. More complete outline and
depth estimation can be produced by the proposed method
than multi-spectral PS [20].
5. Conclusion
Estimating 3D geometry from a single image with un-
calibrated illumination has always been a challenging and
ill-posed problem. The deep convolutional neural networks
are another solutions. However, the resolution of depth map
generated by deep convolutional neural networks is less
satisfied than those from conventional photometric stereo. In
this paper, we enhance the depth estimation from deep con-
volutional neural networks using multi-spectral photometric
stereo. The proposed method can well handle this ill-posed
problem and enhance the result of deep convolutional neural
networks at the same time.
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